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WEDID IT!
SCOTLAND ENDS 

CLIMATEPOLLUTION
Scotland hailed for climate leadership 
as emissions reach net-zero target. 
We look back at how it was achieved.  
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GLOBAL REPORT
URGES INCREASED
CLIMATE ACTION
The world is hurtling towards catastrophic
climate change endangering entire nations
and millions of lives, warns an international
report published today. The report authors
called for decisive action from governments
to avert international disaster.

The ‘Special Report on Global Warming at 1.5
degrees’, by the Intergovernmental Panel on
Climate Change (IPCC) warns that if global
warming reaches 2ºC up to 10 million people
will be forced to flee due to sea level rise. 
It also predicts water scarcity, food shortages,
heat related illnesses and death, likely to 
result in a surge in conflict within and 
between nations.

Lead author Dr. Moar Ambushan said “This
report should be a serious wake up call to
everyone. Failure to act quickly enough will
lead to widespread devastation. We are 
currently racing towards a cliff edge, but 
we still have a chance to change path. 

“Climate change is killing people already. We
know what the solutions are but we need to
rapidly scale up their implementation, moving
away from continued use of fossil fuels must
be a political priority for every nation.” 

The report spells out that the world has a 
rapidly shrinking window in which to act if
the 2ºC limit is to be avoided. It urges all 
nations to act immediately to cut their 
climate emissions, end the use of fossil fuels
and swiftly transition to clean, green energy.

Environmental campaigners attended the
SNP party conference in Glasgow, urging the
Scottish Government to heed the climate
warning. They argue that the Government’s
new Climate Change Act should drastically
reduce emissions over the next decade, and
target an end to Scotland’s climate emissions
by 2040.

Caroline Rance of Friends of the Earth Scotland
commented “The Scottish Government have
a clear choice to make. Will they listen to this
new evidence and act now to protect Scotland?
Or will they continue on with these weak
plans which could help lead us down the 
path to climate catastrophe?” 

fter two decades of marine
          planning and construction,
          the Giant’s Rail Bridge
has been officially opened between
Scotland and Northern Ireland.
The new railway bridge spanning
the Irish Sea makes it possible to
travel from Portpatrick to Bangor
in just 35 minutes. Passengers can
now go from Glasgow Central to
Dublin’s Connolly station in just
90 mins with a stop at Belfast on
the way.  
To celebrate the opening of the
bridge, Irish Taoiseach Iarn Rod,
and Northern Irish First Minister
Bess Mates, joined our own First
Minister for the train’s maiden
journey from Glasgow. 
A joint statement from the three governments
paid tribute to all those involved in the bridge’s 
design and construction saying “We’ve long sought
ways to increase cultural, social and business links
between our great cities and are delighted the
bridge is now open. To have used our world-leading
solar energy expertise to power these trains makes
this day all the more satisfying.” 
Despite praise from just about everyone else 
involved and the wider public, the project was 
criticised as “short-sighted” by Heathrow Airport
CEO Judy Free. While refusing to acknowledge
the huge popularity of good railways amongst 
the public, Free claimed that the land used for 

the railway outside Glasgow should have been
saved in case the domestic flights market 
improved from its record lows. After finishing 
a foul-mouthed unprovoked tirade about the 
injustice of tax, Free was bundled out out of her
press conference by aides while repeatedly 
shouting, “London is an economic hub” at the 
assembled media. 

The trains are named in honour of the mythological
giants Fionn MacCool and Benandonner who
fought across the sea. They boast Guinness 
and Tennents on draught, coastal views and a 
designated chatty carriage. The only downside is
that every seat is booked for the next 3 months. 

A

Oil rig playground opens in Aberdeen
A new adventure playground has opened in the shell
of an old oil platform. The rig was previously off the
coast of Shetland for 20 years but stopped producing
oil in the mid 2020s. The 100m structure was seized by
the Police Scotland proceeds of crime task force and
bought at auction by entrepreneur Kevin Steen. Steen
employed a team of engineers and designers over the
past 3 years to repurpose the rig into a climbing wall,
rope course and Scotland’s highest helter skelter.   

Krofting up in the Kairngorms
Early noughties celebrities Kim Kardashian and Kanye
West are buying a smallholding in the Cairngorms. 
Attracted by the excellent transport links and world-
class healthcare, they’ve bought a small croft as they
plan their retirement. The Cairngorms has seen a rise
in small scale producers attracted by the fertile 
farmland. West, whose star has faded since his two
failed Presidential bids, said “We want to grow a few
veggies, tend to our chickens and live the quiet life.”  
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MAKING CLIMATE
CHANGE HISTORY

Greener, cleaner and leaner:
Scots fitter than ever
A new report by Scotland’s Chief Medical Officer
has revealed that Scots are in the greatest shape
ever! The report, which assesses our mental and
physical health every year, reveals that more 
active lifestyles, better diets, warmer homes, 
reduction in air pollution and the introduction of
compulsory three day weekends are leaving us
healthier and happier. Scots’ love of walking and
cycling has long been cited as a contributory 
factor in the increasing life expectancy across all
income categories.  

A Government spokesperson said “while three
day weekends are an obvious winner to keeping
us happier, two hours of physical exercise for all
school kids each day has created the biggest 
improvements in mental health with most kids
too shattered to stay up past 8pm demanding
to watch the latest series of Peppa Pig.” 

The CMO’s report cited Scotland’s incredible
decade of sporting excellence as one reason 
behind the nation’s new found fitness: “With
Judy & Andy’s coaching, many predicted Sophia
Murray’s tennis success but coupled with the
men’s and women’s football teams both 
returning with World Cup trophies, Scots have
been truly inspired to get out onto the grass
themselves.”

Even more Sunshine on Leith
Crowds gathered today to see solar panels
being placed on the final house in Leith that had
been without them. The Independent Council
of Leith said installation of these panels meant
that 100% of residential properties now had
some form of solar energy generation. The city
began a scheme in the early 2020s funded by the
Proclaimers Charitable Trust which saw energy
used locally and revenue invested in panels for
the community.  The model is being examined
by local authorities from around the world with
delegations from Zambia and Indonesia having
visited the port city in recent months.

The good news follows the recent decision by
Argyll & Bute, Highland and Clackmannanshire
councils to stop charging most residents council
tax, as income from green energy continues 
to grow. 

Hollywood film champions Scotland’s new bears
Scotland’s wild bear population will feature in a new documentary
set to hit our screens this winter. Filming took place over a two
year period in the Grampians, and stars a bear family facing 
challenges including fishing, finding food and avoiding off-piste
skiers.The vast forest cover in the Grampians has proved a perfect
habitat for the bears with their numbers climbing rapidly since
their reintroduction 10 years ago.  
Jenny Aiken, Scottish Forest Heritage said “given the huge effort
Scotland has put in to rewilding and reforesting, it’s wonderful that
the world can see these animals in their true home.” 

Europe’s oldest man, 132, 
to release autobiography
Kenny Tring, Europe’s oldest man, is to embark 
on a tour of Scottish bookshops to promote his 
autobiography “Tales from the Plastic Age.” The
book will feature Tring’s personal account of surviving
the 1980s and early 21st century austerity, as well as
his reflections on technological and cultural changes. 

He told The InterNational “I was having the funniest 
conversation with my great-great-granddaughter
when she asked me what plastic was. It hit me right
there and then that people might be interested in
what my life was like then, and the huge changes I’ve
lived through.” Tring became Europe’s oldest man ten
years ago and attributes his longevity to a nip of
whisky each day and “Scotland’s well funded public
health care and clean environment.” 

           cotland is celebrating today as
           official figures show we’ve
           ended our contribution to

global climate change. Our
forests and peatlands are now 
absorbing more greenhouse gas
emissions than are produced by our
population and industry. The ‘net-zero
by 2040’ target set in the world-
renowned 2019 Climate Change Act
spurred a host of new policies and
injected fresh political energy into
our collective fight against global
temperature rise.  

The First Minister said today “We can
all be immensely proud that Scotland
is amongst the first countries in the
world to end our contribution to
climate change. Twenty years ago,
our predecessors in this Parliament
took decisive action to set this in motion
– ensuring not only that Scotland did
our fair share in averting dangerous

climate change, but enabling us to
build a better, healthier, greener and
fairer nation.”

Scotland’s climate emissions have
fallen rapidly as businesses, commu-
nities and local government switched
from a reliance on polluting oil and
gas, to producing their own sustainable
wind, solar and tidal power. 

Since 2020 all new residential and
commercial developments have been
built to exacting energy efficiency
standards with solar panels and wind
turbines as standard. The national
‘Warm Homes’ programme of home
insulation saw overall 2 million 
properties cut their energy usage.

Scottish innovations in renewable
heating schemes saw the “Aberdeen-
model” copied across the continent,
while petrol and diesel vehicles were
driven off the roads for good in favour

of a well connected network of 
renewable-powered public transport
and cycle friendly cities.

Scotland’s ambition at that time 
was seen as key in accelerating the
global momentum on climate action
following on from the Paris deal and
the seminal IPCC 1.5ºC report of 2018.

The First Minister concluded “When
the Government set this target in 2018
they didn’t know exactly how it would
be delivered but they knew it was
what needed to be done. We thank
them today for securing Scotland’s 
future and showing us how to be a
good global citizen.”

Several other previously high emitting
nations are expected to reach 
net-zero in the next 12 months with
Sweden, New Zealand and the UK all
awaiting official UN verification.
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         e finally passed that magic milestone when our
           natural world pulls more climate changing 
          gases out of the atmosphere than our 
businesses, transport, homes and farming release. 

It was right that we did our fair share of the work to fix
the problem. After all we have benefited from the fossil
fuels in the North Sea and the ‘father of the oil industry’
James ‘Paraffin’ Young was born in Glasgow. 

Thanks must go to those who came before us and aimed
high for Scotland’s future. They didn’t know how we’d get
there but knew we had to try. The changes brought by
the need to cut emissions have lead to huge knock on
benefits - cleaner air in our cities, healthier food in our
bellies and an improved relationship with our natural
world.  The dramatic fall in energy demand through
warmer homes also led to the early closure of Scotland’s
nuclear plants at Torness and Hunterston.

To those who said we’re only a small fraction of the 
problem, we turned out to be a big part of the solution.
Scottish patents on tidal and wave energy are now used
in an estimated 65% of marine energy systems around
the world. Incoming Italian Prime Minister Silvia Ziti,
who has been elected on a platform of radical climate 
action, has spoken of the profound personal impact 
of Scotland’s climate ambition when she studied in 
Edinburgh in the 2020s. 

It reminds us that we don’t know who will be inspired by
our positive example and how that will ripple out into the
world. 

Those who said it couldn’t be done have been silenced
today whilst the rest of us should be shouting from the
solar rooftops with pride at our collective efforts. 

W

Scotland has a choice to make. 
This paper illustrates two possible futures for Scotland, viewed from 2040, and the world's fight against climate
change. In one view, warm words but a lack of political action lead us ever closer towards irreversible climate
change. In the other, ambitious action delivers huge benefits at home and further galvanises climate action 
around the world.
Today, we stand at the crossroads.
Catastrophic climate change is not a certainty, but we only have a short time left to change course. Scotland’s new
Climate Change Act could be the roadmap to a better future, but so far the plans aren’t strong enough.
The Scottish Government must do more to cut climate emissions over the next decade, and set a target to get 
all greenhouse gas emissions to net-zero by 2040. 
As SNP members, you have an unique opportunity to urge greater climate action in this crucial next decade. 
By encouraging your party to set higher targets you can help drive innovation and progress towards a fairer,
healthier Scotland that stands proud on the world stage.

The future depends on you.

Editorial

We’ve done it. After decades of work, lashings of 
Scottish ingenuity and a hell of a lot of tree planting,
Scotland has ended our contribution to climate change. 

This is a fictional publication by Friends of the Earth Scotland. Any resemblance to persons living or dead is entirely coincidental.
Friends of the Earth Scotland, 5 Rose Street, Edinburgh, EH2 2PR. A Scottish charity SC003442. www.foe.scot  @foescot
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RECORD RAINFALL 
FORECAST TO CONTINUE 
THROUGHOUT AUTUMN

WEFAILED
NO WAY BACK FROM

CLIMATE CATASTROPHE
SAYS UN REPORT

Experts say droughts, floods, fires, food shortages
are the new normal. Political failure means climate
change is here to stay... 
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GLOBAL REPORT
URGES INCREASED
CLIMATE ACTION
The world is hurtling towards catastrophic 
climate change endangering entire nations
and millions of lives, warns an international
report published today. The report authors
called for decisive action from governments
to avert international disaster.

The ‘Special Report on Global Warming at 1.5
degrees’, by the Intergovernmental Panel on
Climate Change (IPCC) warns that if global
warming reaches 2ºC up to 10 million people
will be forced to flee due to sea level rise. It also
predicts increasing water scarcity, food short-
ages, and heat related illnesses and death, likely
to result in a surge in conflict within and 
between nations.

Lead author Dr. Moar Ambushan said “This
report should be a serious wake up call to
everyone. Failure to act quickly enough will
lead to widespread devastation. We are 
currently racing towards a cliff edge, but 
we still have a chance to change path. 

“Climate change is killing people already. 
We know what the solutions are but we need
to rapidly scale up their implementation, 
moving away from continued use of fossil fuels
must be a political priority for every nation.”

The report spells out that the world has a 
rapidly shrinking window in which to act if
the 2ºC limit is to be avoided. It urges all 
nations to act immediately to cut their climate
emissions, end the use of fossil fuels and
swiftly transition to clean, green energy.

Environmental campaigners attended the
SNP party conference in Glasgow, urging the
Scottish Government to heed the climate
warning. They argue that the Government’s
new Climate Change Act should drastically
reduce emissions over the next decade, and
target an end to Scotland’s climate emissions
by 2040.

Caroline Rance of Friends of the Earth Scotland
commented “The Scottish Government have
a clear choice to make. Will they listen to 
this new evidence and act now to protect
Scotland? Or will they continue on with these
weak plans which could help lead us down
the path to climate catastrophe?” 

pudbakes, the county’s leading
          supplier of potato scones, today
          began selling new recipe scones
with reduced potato content. 
Spudbakes said that the new mixture
for their famous scones will include
more flour and salt than potato as
they attempts to cut costs and avoid
supplier troubles. In the last 5 years
potato prices have increased from
£250/tonne to £800/tonne, due in
part to repeated crop failures.

Spudbakes Head of PR Maris Pipe: “We
are proud to provide great tasting
scones for Scottish families as we have
done for over ninety years. As potato
prices rocket, we will continue to 
provide the same great value we always have and
so are forced to change our recipe but without 
sacrificing the same great taste.”

The reaction of customers to the new recipe 
was not so positive. Many customers took to 
Twitbook to complain recently of “extreme dry
mouth” and compared them to “eating sandal
sandwiches.” Ben Charter MSP said he would be
writing to Advertising Standards Scotland to see
if they could continue to call them tattie scones
given their minimal potato content.

A spokesperson for the Potato Producers Union
commented  “Our weather’s not what it was, so
Spudbakes can’t expect to continue making the
products the same way the did back in 2010. 
Potatoes don’t grow in Scotland like they used 
to. Hot and dry summer months quickly followed
by flooding rain makes growing anything 
frankly impossible in some parts of Scotland.”

The firm had been long been accused by rivals 
of exaggerating the potato content of their 
products. A recent Food Standards Scotland 
investigation had found the company had not 
wilfully misled customers but that potato content
did vary significantly between batches. 

S

House sharing rockets amongst elderly 
New research for housing charity WarmAid has 
revealed that over 50% of pensioners regularly spend
the night in other houses in a bid to save on heating
costs. Electricity and gas costs have increased 300% in
the last decade, forcing many to share with friends and
family as they can’t afford to turn the heating on. Jean
Cumberland, 79, said “My house is too cold and
draughty for me during the night and I can't afford 
insulation. The gas bills are crippling me and if it wasn’t
for the generosity of my neighbours in the tenement, I
genuinely don’t think I’d survive the winter.” 

Edinburgh to Glasgow 
commute now averages
nearly 4 hours
Data released by the Scottish Government
has confirmed that the average car journey
time from Glasgow to Edinburgh is now 3
hours and 48 minutes. The 60 miles of
road is frequently congested with tailbacks
stretching over 5 miles. Transport Scotland
have been criticised for creating ever
higher road traffic by widening the M8 and

failing to help people switch away from cars. 
Francis Clarkson of the Better Transport Campaign 
commented “Decades of under investment in our rail 
network, combined with free parking at many workplaces
and continued prioritisation of cars with only person in
them means the M8 is bumper to bumper all the way.”  
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CLIMATE CHANGE REACHES ‘POINT OF NO
RETURN’ FOLLOWING DECADES OF INACTION
BY GOVERNMENTS, UN REPORT DECLARES

Ex-leaders expected to be
charged at Climate Tribunal
The Hague's Special Tribunal on Climate Crimes
will publish the list of world leaders to be 
summoned to face charges later this week. 
Former Heads of State along with key Ministers
may be in the dock for their role in the climate
crisis. The tribunal was set up eight years ago
following widespread public demands for justice
that those in power who had made damaging
decisions or failed to act had faced no legal
repercussions. 

Following the conviction of a number of senior
coal and oil industry executives in 2038 the body
has been preparing actions against world
leaders, especially those in office in the critical
period after the Paris climate deal.

Speculation has been rife that former Canadian
Prime Minister Justin Trudeau may be charged
in relation to his Government’s continued 
support for the tar sands industry throughout his
time in office. His commitment to building 
mega-pipelines to transport oil, along with  
forcing First Nations people from their land is 
expected to dominate the evidence for his 
prosecution. 

The Tribunal Chair Isa Nachula has previously
turned her ire on those leaders who highlighted
the need and importance of climate action whilst
simultaneously supporting the fossil fuel industry.   

Members of Donald Trump’s US administration are
still fighting their extradition to The Hague. His
inner circle fled to Saudi Arabia at the end of his
term and have frustrated legal attempts to bring
them to face justice. 

Highland games may be
forced indoors
Several Highland Games across Scotland have
had to be cancelled or rescheduled due to the
dramatic storms sweeping the country. The 
frequent and unpredictable storms are attributed
to the changing climate. The high winds had
made many of the traditional throwing events
simply too dangerous for spectators.

Discussions are now ongoing about whether
these traditional outdoor events should be
moved into a huge indoor stadium. A
spokesman for the Highland Games Association
said “It’s been an integral part of our culture to
stage these events outdoors but this wild
weather means we can’t assure the safety of
those in attendance. Some towns have viable
indoor arenas but many traditionalists are 
understandably disappointed and have pledged
never to compete under any roof. ”

Last boat leaves ‘paradise’ of Kiribati
In a sombre ceremony today, the President of Kiribati took
down their national flag and left the island for the last time.
The small boat carrying the last 100 residents of the pacific
island departed for their new home in New Zealand. Rapid
sea level rise in recent months has caused saltwater intrusion
into aquifers, making continued life on the island practically
impossible. The majority of the island’s population had al-
ready fled to nearby countries in recent years in search of
safety. President Anote said “Truly we have lost our place
in paradise. If only other nations had cared as much for our
home as we do.”

‘Robot bees’ inventor
brings back Nobel Prize
Staff and students at the University of
Cumbernauld’   s Unnatural Sciences
Department gave a special welcome
to world famous entomon-engineer
Dr. Claire McGuinness yesterday as she
returned home from Stockholm 
grasping her Nobel Prize.

As pollinating insects became critically scarce in the 2020s food
production became reliant on hand pollination, causing food
prices to skyrocket. McGuinness' bees have since made these
jobs obsolete in a major technological shift recognised by the
Nobel Committee. A giant statue representing her invention is
to be unveiled in Cumbernauld town centre following the 
conclusion of a competitive tender.

           lmost 25 years after world
           leaders signed the Paris 
           Climate Agreement, which
           committed nations to
holding the increase in global 
warming to 1.5ºC above pre-industrial
levels, that temperature limit has now
been breached. Climate scientists
warn the world has now reached a
tipping point where climate change
will rapidly become worse, and
there’s no way back. Methane release
from thawing permafrost has begun
to rise sharply and ice cover at the
poles has fallen below 5%. 

UN chief climate scientist Dr. Stella
Pedersen said “This is a sad and 
terrifying day. Climate migrants 
already number half a billion, forced
from their homes by rising seas,
drought and desertification. Conflicts
have broken out over crop failure,

food insecurity and water scarcity. 
To know that this is only going to get
worse is heartbreaking, we have
failed.” 

The report documents how the 
impacts have been particularly severe
in the poorest nations. Sub Saharan
Africa and South East Asia have seen
tens of millions move in search of
food and fresh water. It recommends
that governments who can still afford
it begin a wholesale retreat from
coastal cities such as Miami, Shanghai
and Rio, rather than continuing to try
and fight the rising tide.  

Scotland has not been immune to the
impacts of climate change. Many
farmers and crofters have been
forced off the land by repeated failed
harvests and livestock disease. 
Frequent shortages of staple foods

and rising prices in the shops have
been compounded by international
tensions reducing food imports. 

Widespread and frequent flooding
has cost Scottish councils billions in
emergency support and repairs, and
the long battle to save Skye road
bridge from the waves was finally lost
three years ago. Once raucous
seabird cliffs in Shetland and Orkney
have long since fallen silent, and only
20 pairs of critically endangered Scot-
tish crossbills are thought to remain
in the wild. 

Dr Moar Ambushan, who was a lead
author of the 2018 IPCC ‘Special 
Report on Global Warming of 1.5ºC’,
said “Our 2018 report was clear on
what would happen if governments
didn’t act. We warned them, they 
didn’t listen”.
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           he safe temperature limit agreed by all world leaders
           25 years ago has now been broken, and the devastating
           consequences are playing out before our eyes. Where
did it all go wrong? 

The first World Climate Conference was held over 60 years
ago in Geneva during February 1979. It led to the creation of
the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), the
global authority on climate science. That same body, whose
first report 50 years ago declared that human activity was
substantially increasing greenhouse gases in the atmosphere,
today announced that the world has finally reached 
“catastrophic and irreversible levels of climate change”.

For decades, world leaders proclaimed their dedication to tackling
climate change. They took to podiums and parliaments around
the planet to tell us they cared about climate change, that they
understood it to be the defining issue of their time, that they
would lead the way in tackling this global issue. 

But their actions failed to follow these fine words and today’s
leaders must deal with the fallout. Entire nations and 
cultures have been lost, with Pacific Island inhabitants forced

to flee as the waters rose ever higher, eroding their way of
life and their history, knowing they would never return. 
Millions of people fled in search of food and safety as
droughts and desertification drove hunger across the world. 

Once celebrated coral reefs lie dead and bleached below the
sea, a memorial to what was once one of the most colourful
and spectacular habitats on earth. 

A failure from governments of all stripes to stand up to the
power of the fossil fuel industry, and an unwillingness to
argue for the benefits of cleaner transport, healthier food
and lower consumption has led us to this perilous position. 

For a long time it was politely known as ‘policy incoherence’
but it should have been called rank hypocrisy. Those 
politicians who sought positive headlines for cycling to 
meetings whilst urging exploration for more gas should be
haunted by their contempt for science and justice.

Our governments knew what we were facing, they knew
what they had to do, and they failed us all. Our only hope
now is that we salvage what's left of our world and take care
of those who desperately need our help. 

T

Editorial

Despite decades of increasingly serious warnings, global governments 
have collectively failed to address the climate crisis, as today’s UN report ef-
fectively declaring that the fight to curb climate change is lost. 

Scotland has a choice to make. 
This paper illustrates two possible futures for Scotland, viewed from 2040, and the world's fight against climate
change. In one view, warm words but a lack of political action lead us ever closer towards irreversible climate
change. In the other, ambitious action delivers huge benefits at home and further galvanises climate action 
around the world.
Today, we stand at the crossroads.
Catastrophic climate change is not a certainty, but we only have a short time left to change course. Scotland’s new
Climate Change Act could be the roadmap to a better future, but so far the plans aren’t strong enough.
The Scottish Government must do more to cut climate emissions over the next decade, and set a target to get 
all greenhouse gas emissions to net-zero by 2040. 
As SNP members, you have an unique opportunity to urge greater climate action in this crucial next decade. 
By encouraging your party to set higher targets you can help drive innovation and progress towards a fairer,
healthier Scotland that stands proud on the world stage.

The future depends on you.

This is a fictional publication by Friends of the Earth Scotland. Any resemblance to persons living or dead is entirely coincidental.
Friends of the Earth Scotland, 5 Rose Street, Edinburgh, EH2 2PR. A Scottish charity SC003442. www.foe.scot  @foescot
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